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In recent years, international energy investment and energy trade activities have
developed rapidly. Because energy has commodity and financial product
attributes, there is often a correlation between international energy trade and
investment. This correlation has regional specificity due to the uneven
geographical distribution of energy production and consumption. The existing
literature mainly studies the correlation between the international energy
“investment–trade” systems from a macroscopic or microscopic perspective.
However, the relationship between them among countries from a mesoscopic
perspective has not been fully demonstrated. With the development of economic
globalization, we need to pay attention to whether the energy trade model of
countries can reflect their preference for choosing investment partners and
whether the energy investment model can reflect energy trade cooperation. In
this paper, by taking the frontier approach of network motifs, we analyzed the
correlation between international energy trade and investment from more than
200 economies worldwide from the macroscopic perspective, microscopic
perspective, and local structure from a mesoscopic perspective. Meanwhile,
we compared the results of the study in 2018 with those in 2022 to obtain the
impact of international events on the international energy “investment–trade”
networks. We found that 1) the structures of energy trade and investment
networks are similar from a macroscopic perspective, which is the basis for
exploring the correlation between energy trade and investment. 2) Bilateral
cooperation and transaction transmission are important local structures of
energy trade and energy investment activities. 3) The formation of an equal
and close local structure among economies in energy trade is more likely to
be preferred for investment cooperation, and forming a representative local
structure with statistical significance among economies in energy investment is
more likely to obtain energy trade cooperation. This work innovatively adopts
motifs to study the correlation between energy investment and trade, which can
help energy investors predict the direction of investment and provide guidance to
governments in formulating energy trade policies.
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1 Introduction

Energy is a strategic commodity with financial properties and
uneven regional distribution characteristics (Guan et al., 2016).
These characteristics trigger international trade and attract
transnational investment (Li et al., 2017). The strategic attribute
of energy also requires countries to predict their import and export
trade volume and investment scale. With the development of
economic globalization, energy commodities and energy finance
markets are bringing countries closer together. Some countries have
become a strong community of shared interests relying on energy
trade and transnational investment (Chen et al., 2021). Finding the
correlation between energy trade and investment is becoming
increasingly crucial for understanding international financial and
economic patterns. On reviewing the literature, they were found to
be correlated; for example, foreign direct investment in energy
would promote import trade (Zhang, 2018). There was a positive
correlation between China’s oil industry’s foreign direct investment
and oil import and export trade (Mao, 2018), and the motivation for
energy investment in some countries was to seek possible energy
trade (Xu et al., 2017). Previous studies have revealed the correlation
between foreign direct investment and an economy’s energy trade
from a single country’s perspective. However, the correlation
between the direct and indirect interaction among economies
from the holistic perspective needs more research.

Complex networks are used to research trade and economic
relationships from a macroscopic perspective. As a critical theory
and method for complexity science, it has been successfully applied
to the pattern evolution of the world investment and trade networks
(Ding et al., 2018), the cascading failure of the international financial
and trade networks (Guo et al., 2018), and the relationship between
international trade and capital flows (Zhang et al., 2016).
Meanwhile, complex networks are also widely used in the energy
field. In the field of energy trade, existing studies have focused on the
trade cooperation preference of fossil energy (Guan and An, 2017),
the pattern of international energy trade (Zhong et al., 2016), and its
evolution characteristics (Gao et al., 2015). In the field of energy
investment, existing research has focused on the portfolio strategy of
the energy futures market (Yin et al., 2020), the investment structure
of the energy stock market (Guan et al., 2016), and so on. The
existing literature studies the interactions between countries through
international trade and cross-border investment, focusing less on the
local structural evolution from the mesoscopic perspective. Because
the local structure can reflect the individual interaction
characteristics at the microscopic perspective and the statistical
characteristics of representative local structures from the
macroscopic perspective, the mesoscopic perspective can better
measure the correlation between energy investment and trade
among local subjects in terms of characteristics.

Existing research has focused on the mesoscopic perspective in
the energy investment field. Network subgraphs can define local
association structures. Network motifs are small-scale isomorphic
subgraphs that recur in the network and are statistically significant
(Milo et al., 2002). They can explore the typical local structure in the
network and attend to the proportion of different forms of the local
structure in the network. The three-node subgraph is the most stable
structure in the network and plays an essential role in network
evolution (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). Motifs can study the

operation of trade mechanisms (Guan and An, 2019) and the
evolution of trade patterns (Guan et al., 2020), the interactive
characteristics and the driving forces of carbon emissions
between countries (Ma et al., 2019), and differences in
information links between multiple investors (Guan et al., 2017).
Existing research studies mainly focus on the mechanism of the
motifs and the interaction among the economies constituting the
motifs, with less research on the correlation among the motifs in
different systems. However, as there is a systematic correlation in
mesoscopic perspective group evolution, the correlation is also
reflected in the mesoscopic perspective network structure. The
network motifs can be used to measure the correlation between
group evolution.

This paper aims to study the correlation between international
energy trade and investment in local structures, with coal, oil, and
natural gas as representatives of fossil energy sources. Based on
complex network and motif approaches, we analyze the correlation
between energy trade and investment from the macroscopic,
microscopic, and mesoscopic perspectives. We research the
correlation between energy trade and investment from various
perspectives, including investment–trade relations and
multilateral investment–trade structures.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the data source, network modeling, motif detection, and
indicators used for correlation testing. Section 3 analyzes the results.
Section 4 offers a discussion and conclusion.

2 Data and method

2.1 Data

The data used in this paper come from the United Nations
Commodity Trade Statistics (UN Comtrade). We selected data from
2018 to 2022. Because the BvDOsiris database discloses the previous
year’s investments at the beginning of each year and is updated
annually, the only data we can currently download is that updated to
2022. COVID-19 and the Russo-Ukrainian War have affected
international energy markets, so the data from 2018 to 2022 will
reflect the change in the international energy “investment–trade”
networks. The fossil energy data chosen are from coal, oil, and
natural gas, and their HS codes are 2701, 2709, and 2711,
respectively. Therefore, three data units were obtained for the
article. Each data cell includes the exporting country, importing
country, trade type, and trade volume. In order to make overlapping
calculations between different energy categories and form a
comprehensive fossil energy trade network, this paper uses the
U.S. dollar as the unit of measurement for trade volume. When
cleaning the data, the data published by the party with an enormous
value is selected as the trade volume of the two parties in case the
import and export volume of the two parties varies.

The investment data used in the article were collected from one
of the most famous worldwide listed company databases—ORISE
PUBLICLY LISTED COMPANIES WORLDWIDE, owned by the
BvD company. The data of globally listed energy companies in
2018 are selected. The data include the company name, company
code, the company’s economics, the name of the shareholder, the
BvD ID of the shareholder, and the shareholder’s economies. This
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paper considers all the shareholding relationships disclosed in the
database. According to data processing requirements, duplicate
items are excluded. The shareholder’s shareholding relationship
with the company is converted into an investment relationship
between the shareholder’s economy and the company’s economy.

In 2018, we studied 228 economies, with 121 economies
involved in energy investment, 224 economies involved in energy
trade, and 117 economies common in the international energy
“investment–trade” networks. In 2022, we studied 211 economies,
of which 101 are involved in energy investment, 205 in energy trade,
and 95 are common in the international energy “investment–trade”
networks. A total of 210 economies were involved in the
international energy “investment–trade” networks in 2018 and 2022.

As there can be both energy trade transactions and energy
investment relationships between a country and another country
and there may be some correlation between the two, this paper
analyzes the correlation between energy trade and energy
investment. This paper uses a two-character abbreviation for
each country to ensure consistency in country codes when
constructing the network; for example, FR stands for France, and
CA for Canada.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Complex networks of the international energy
“investment–trade” networks

This paper uses complex networks to model trade and
investment patterns to explore the correlation between
international energy trade and investment.

We define international investment networks as
GInv � (VInv, EInv,WInv), where VInv � v1, v2,/, vN{ } are

economies involved in international investment and N represents
the number of economies. EInv � eij|i, j ∈ N, i ≠ j{ } is the collection
of edges in the network, representing the investment relationship
between economies, and eij represents the investment from
economy i to economy j. WInv � wij{ }, where wij is the number
of companies with investment relationships between the two
economies. The complex network of international investments is
shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the dots represent the economies
involved in the investment, with larger dots representing more
economies making energy investments with that economy. The
dot’s color represents the range of the number of investment
partners of that economy. The color of the edge is set to pink for
better differentiation from the international energy trade network.

We define international trade networks as
GTra � (VTra, ETra,WTra), where VTra � v1, v2,/, vN{ } are
economies involved in international trade, and N represents the
number of economies. ETra � eij|i, j ∈ N, i ≠ j{ } is the collection of
edges in the network, which represents the trade relationship
between economies, and eij represents the transmission of fossil
energy from economy i to economy j.WInv � wij{ }, wherewij is the
transaction amount of fossil energy between two economies. The
complex network of international trade is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows the dots that represent the economies involved in
the investment, with larger dots representing more economies
making energy investments with that economy. The color of the
dot represents the range of the number of investment partners in
that economy. The color of the edge is set to green for better
differentiation from the international energy trade network.

2.2.2 Network indicators
Complex networks have some fundamental indicators that can

measure the network attributes from the global perspective. In this

FIGURE 1
International energy investment network. (A) International energy investment network in 2018. The size and color of the dots are used to distinguish
the scale of the degree, while the color of the lines is used to distinguish the investment network from the trade network. (B) International energy
investment network in 2022.
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article, two indicators, network distance and network graph density,
are selected.

The network distance refers to the maximum value of the
shortest distance between any two nodes in the network. If the
distance of the network diameter is small, the economies have closer
investment or trade relations with each other. It can be defined
(Wasserman et al., 1994) as follows:

D � maxi,j∈H L min i, j( )( ), (1)
where i and j are any two nodes in the complex network H and
L min(i, j) is the shortest distance between nodes i and j.

Network graph density is the ratio of the actual number of
connected edges to the number of possible connected edges in a
network, which can reflect the closeness of the connection between
nodes in the network. It can be defined (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) as
follows:

GD � 2m
n n − 1( ), (2)

where n is the total number of nodes and m is the number of edges
between nodes.

In this paper, the topological characteristics of trade and
investment networks are measured using four centrality
indicators, considering the network node level, to characterize the
position of each economy in the network and to find those
economies that occupy a unique role in both networks. The first
indicator is the degree centrality of a node. The degree centrality of a
node measures the number of other nodes that are directly
connected to it. The higher the degree centrality of a node, the
more central the node is in the network and the more power it has. It
can be defined (Freeman, 1978) as follows:

CD i( ) � ∑
j≠i∈N

δij
n − 1

, (3)

where n is the total number of nodes, δij � 1 when there is a directly
connected edge between nodes i and j, and 0 otherwise.

The second indicator is the betweenness centrality of a node.
The betweenness centrality of a node measures the ratio of the
shortest paths through the node to all the shortest paths, indicating
the number of shortest paths held by the node. It measures the
degree of control a node has over the network’s resources and
reflects the importance of an economy as a “bridge” in an investment
or trade network (Wasserman et al., 1994). It can be defined as
follows:

CB i( ) � ∑
s≠t∈N

Dst i( )
Dst

, (4)

where Dst(i) is the number of node pairs s and t passing through
node i in their shortest path.

The third indicator is the closeness centrality of nodes. The
closeness centrality of a node measures the node’s “distance” from
all other nodes in the network. It is the ability of a node not to be
controlled by other nodes (Freeman, 1978). It can be defined as

CC i( ) � n − 1
∑j≠i∈N dij

, (5)

where dij is the distance from node i to node j. In weighted
networks, the following definitions are available.

dij � 1
wik

+ 1
wkj

. (6)

The fourth indicator is the eigenvector centrality of a node. The
eigenvector centrality of a node measures the node’s importance in

FIGURE 2
International energy trade network. (A) International energy trade network in 2018. The size and color of the dots are used to distinguish the scale of
the degree, while the color of the lines is used to distinguish the trade network from the investment network. (B) International energy trade network in
2022.
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the network, which increases as the node becomes more closely
related to other important nodes. It measures a node’s influence
across the network (Freeman, 1978; Watts and Strogatz, 1998) and
can be defined as

CE i( ) � ∑j≠i∈N δijCD j( )
λ

, (7)

where CD(j) is the degree centrality of node j, while λ is the
eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix.

2.2.3 Network motifs
Network motifs reflect the local structural characteristics of the

network in a modular way. In portraying the functional qualities of
the network and identifying the structural evolution in the network,
local structural features can play a better role than global structural
features by focusing on the statistically significant connections
among nodes in the network and the evolution patterns of the
connections from the microscopic association patterns of the
network (Shen-Orr et al., 2002).

Three-node motifs are the most basic subgraphs in networks.
Existing studies show that the motifs of four or more nodes can be
formed by the superposition and combination of three-node motifs
through different forms (Shen-Orr et al., 2002). Therefore,
identifying three-node motifs can satisfy the mining of local
features of international investment and trade networks. The
main characteristics of the three-node motifs are that the
connected edges between nodes are directional and the connected
edges do not consider weights. There are 13 possible connecting
ways, as shown in Figure 3.

Motif Mi is a subgraph with r nodes. If the number of its
occurrences in the real network is denoted as Rreali, and the total
number of occurrences of all subgraphs with r nodes in the real
network is denoted as R, then the frequency of the motif is
(Wernicke and Rasche, 2006)

f x( ) � Rreali

R
. (8)

P-value is the number of subgraph X that appears in a random
network more frequently than it appears in the actual network
(Bonacich and Lloyd, 2001). Suppose the number of random
networks is s, where the frequency of occurrence of subgraph X
in t random networks is not less than its frequency of occurrence in
the actual network, then the p-value is as follows.

p � t
s
. (9)

The smaller the p-value, the more statistically significant the
motifs are in the actual network.

Z-score is also used to measure the statistical significance of
network motifs in real networks compared with those in random
networks. Z-score can be defined as

Zi � Rreali − 〈Rrandi〉
σrandi

, (10)

where Rreali is the number of motif Mi in the real network. Rrandi is
the number of motifMi in random networks, 〈Rrandi〉 is its average,
and σrandi is its standard deviation. The greater the value of Z-score,
the higher the statistical significance of the motif in the network and

FIGURE 3
13 types of three-node motifs.
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the more significant the local structure’s role in the network’s
formation and evolution.

2.2.4 Probabilistic correlation of motifs and edges
If there is a correlation between the international energy

investment network and the international energy trade network,
it can be reflected through the structure that the country nodes that
form the significant motifs in one network have a stronger tendency
to connect edges in the other network. This paper uses the
conditional probability method to measure this tendency
(Gneiting and Katzfuss, 2014). If nodes A and B represent two
positions in motifMi (as in Figure 4), three economies in the form of
Mi are connected in one network, and an edge is generated between
two economies in positions A and B in the other network. It can be
defined as follows (Schober et al., 2018).

P A|I( ) � P AI( )
P I( ) � N Mi( )Tra ∩ N eab( )Inv

N Mi( )Tra , (11)

where P(I) represents a network in which the three economies A, B,
and C are connected in the form of Mi, while P(AI) represents a
network in which the three economies A, B, and C are connected in
the form ofMi, and the economies in the other network at positions
A and B are connected edges.

The probability of producing a continuous edge at points B and
C is given by

P B|I( ) � P BI( )
P I( ) � N Mi( )Tra ∩ N ebc( )Inv

N Mi( )Tra , (12)

where P(BI) represents a network in which the three economies A,
B, and C are connected in the form of Mi and the economies in the
other network at positions B and C are connected edges.

The probability of producing a continuous edge at points B and
C is given by

P C|I( ) � P CI( )
P I( ) � N Mi( )Tra ∩ N eac( )Inv

N Mi( )Tra , (13)

where P(CI) represents a network in which the three economies A,
B, and C are connected in the form of Mi and the economies in the
other network at positions A and C are connected edges.

The probability that a motif in one network has edges between
three identical economies of another can be expressed as

�P � P A|I( ) + P B|I( ) + P C|I( )
3

. (14)

In order to explain these formulas more clearly, we show the
example of the significant motifs in the trade network in Figure 4. As
shown in Figure 4, the three groups of economies that involveM7 in
the trade network and their location codes are Jordan (A1), the
United States (B1), and South Africa (C1); Cyprus (A2), the
United States (B2), and China (C2); Israel (A3), China (B3), and
Britain (C3). The way these economies are connected in the trade
network is shown in Figure 4. In the investment network, an
investment relationship is found between Jordan (A1) and the
United States (B1), and between Cyprus (A2) and the
United States (B2). Therefore, the probability that the three
economies where M7 is located can have an AB-connected edge
is 2/3. There is an investment relationship between Israel (A3) and
Britain (C3), such that the probability of the AC-connected edge is 1/3.
There are investment relations between the United States (B1) and
South Africa (C1), between the United States (B2) and China (C2),
and between China (B3) and Britain (C3), that is, the probability of
the BC-connected edge is 1. We take an average value of 2/3 for the
probability of connecting edges among the three economies, that is,

FIGURE 4
Edge correlation of motifs in trade networks with the same economies in investment networks.
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the overall properties of the connected edges in the investment
network between the different nodes of M7 in the trade network.

2.2.5 Probabilistic correlation between motifs
After finding the probabilistic correlation betweenmotifs-to-edges in

the investment and trade networks, we further explore the probabilistic
correlation between motifs-to-motifs in the two networks, namely,
finding the probability that the three countries that constitute the
significant motif Mi in one network can form the significant motif
Mr in the other network. It can be defined as follows:

P R|I( ) � P RI( )
P I( ) � N Mi( )Tra ∩ N Mr( )Inv

N Mi( )Tra , (15)

where P(I) represents a network in which the three economies A, B,
and C are connected in the form of Mi, while P(RI) represents a
network in which the three economies A, B, and C have a connection
pattern of Mi, and the three economies at positions A, B, and C in
another network have a connection pattern of Mr.

The probability that a motifMi in one network generates a significant
motif between the same economies in another network can be expressed as

�P � P R1|I( ) + P R2|I( ) +/ + P Rz |I( )
z

, (16)

where z represents the number of connection patterns of significant
motifs in another network.

In order to explain these formulas more clearly, the example of the
significant motifs in the trade network is shown in Figure 5. As shown in
Figure 5, the three groups of economies that involve M7 in the trade
network and their location codes are Jordan (A1), the United States (B1),
and South Africa (C1); Cyprus (A2), the United States (B2), and China
(C2); Israel (A3), China (B3), and Britain (C3). The way these economies
are connected in the trade network is shown in Figure 5. In the investment
network, Jordan (A1), the United States (B1), and South Africa (C1)
involveM11; Cyprus (A2), the United States (B2), and China (C2) involve

M13; and Israel (A3), China (B3), and Britain (C3) involve M12, so the
conditional probability that the three economies in which M7 is located
can involveM11 in the investment network is 1/3. The probability of the
occurrence of different significant motifs in the investment network is
calculated separately, and the analysis reveals the different influences of the
connectionmethod ofM7 in the trade network on the formation ofmotifs
in the investment network. After averaging the probabilities of the different
significant motifs in the investment network, the analysis reveals the
probability of the influence of the connection method ofM7 in the trade
network on the formation of significant motifs in the investment network.

2.2.6 Correlation between indicators
In order to quantitatively study the interrelationship between

the primary indicators of international energy investment and trade
networks, as well as the correlation between the occurrence
frequency of significant motifs of investment and trade networks,
the Pearson correlation coefficient method is adopted in this paper.
Assuming that there are two variables, X and Y, their correlation can
be expressed as (Pandia and Bihari, 2015)

r � ∑i Xi − �X( ) Yi − �Y( )����������∑i Xi − �X( )2√ ����������∑i Y i − �Y( )2√ . (17)

3 Results and analysis

3.1 Macroscopic-level correlation of the
international energy “investment–trade”
networks

In order to better study the size and nature of energy investment
and trade, we analyze the topology of the international energy

FIGURE 5
Motif correlation of motifs in trade networks with the same economies in investment networks.
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“investment–trade” networks. Table 1 shows the indicator values for
these two networks. There are 121 economies involved in
international energy investment and 224 in international energy
trade in 2018. Almost all economies involved in energy investment
are involved in energy trade. In contrast, 52% of the economies
involved in energy trade are involved in energy investment. There
are 101 economies involved in international energy investment and
205 in international energy trade in 2022. Almost all of the
economies involved in energy investment are involved in energy
trade, while 46% of the economies involved in energy trade are
involved in energy investment. Comparing the data of these 2 years,
we can see that after COVID-19 and the Russo-Ukrainian War, the
number of economies involved in both energy investment and trade
activities has decreased, and energy investment has decreased more
than energy trade.

In 2018, 1,181 edges and 728 energy trade transactions with the
same economies on both sides of the investment transaction were
found in the energy investment network. The energy trade network
has 4,181 edges and 920 energy investment transactions with the
same economies on both sides of the trade transaction. In 2022,
560 edges and 341 energy trade transactions with the same
economies on both sides of the investment transaction were
found in the energy investment network. In the energy trade
network, there are 3,338 edges and 476 energy investment
transactions with the same economies on both sides of the trade
transaction. It can be seen that the number of connected edges in the
energy investment network in 2022 is only 47% of that in 2018, and
the number of connected edges in the energy trade network is three-
quarters of the original number. After a comparative analysis of the
shared economies and co-existing trade relationships in these
networks, we observed that the economies involved in investment
in the trade network occupy the core of the trade network, while the
economies not involved in investment are distributed at the
periphery of the network.

The distance of the international energy investment network is
more significant than that of the trade network. However, the graph
density of the network is smaller than that of the trade network,
suggesting that the investment network is sparser relative to the
trade network. In contrast, the minimum investment distance
between economies is longer than the minimum trade distance.
These network characteristics suggest that international energy

trade transactions are pervasive across economies, and that up to
three intermediate countries are needed to establish trade
relationships between one country and another, and to establish
closer trade relationships between economies. On the other hand,
international energy investment transactions exist only between
some economies. In contrast, investment relationships between
economies are more distant.

3.2 Microscopic-level correlation of
economies

3.2.1 The critical economies in investment and
trade networks

In order to further study the correlation between the energy
“investment–trade” networks at the economic level, we use four
indicators to determine the criticality of the economy. These
indicators are degree centrality, intermediate centrality, proximity
centrality, and eigenvector centrality. The results are shown in
Table 2.

Degree centrality represents the number of economies that
have direct investment (trade) dealings with the economy. The
larger the value is, the more economies have dealings with the
economy. The United States, Britain, France, and the
Netherlands all occupy the top 10 positions in the degree
centrality of these networks in both 2018 and 2022, indicating
that these four countries have a large number of partners in the
investment and trade networks and play a relatively important
role in investment and trade networks.

Betweenness centrality represents the shortest investment
(trade) transaction routes of an economy control. In 2018, the
United States, Britain, and the Netherlands all occupied the top
10 positions in the betweenness centrality of the two networks,
indicating that these three countries are located on the shortest path
between a large number of other economies and have a relatively
high degree of control over fossil energy investment and trade
resources. They are essential media for other countries’
transactions, crucial investment and trade hubs, and energy
commodity transfer stations. Furthermore, in 2022, in addition to
the United States, Britain, and the Netherlands, France occupied the
top 10 position regarding intermediary centrality.

TABLE 1 Indicators measuring energy investment and trade networks.

Indicator 2018 2022

Investment network Trade network Investment network Trade network

Nodes 121 224 101 205

Unique nodes 4 107 6 110

The percentage of common nodes 96% 52% 94% 46%

Edges 1,181 4,181 560 3,338

Common edges 728 920 341 476

Distance 6 5 6 5

Graph density 0.081 0.083 0.055 0.079
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Closeness centrality represents the “distance” of investment
(trade) transactions between the economy and other economies.
Five countries—the United States, Britain, France, the Netherlands,
and Germany—occupy the top 10 positions in both networks in
terms of closeness centrality, indicating that these five countries are
less dependent on other countries for investment transactions and
trade imports and exports, and have a higher ability to trade without
the influence and control of other countries.

Eigenvector centrality represents the influence of the
economy on the investment (trade) transactions of other
essential economies in the network. In 2018, the United States,
Britain, and India occupied the top 10 positions in both networks
regarding eigenvector centrality, indicating that these three
countries have more investment (trade) dealers and the
countries they deal with are also influential countries in the
network. Moreover, in 2022, in addition to the United States,
Britain, and India, France occupied the top 10 position for
eigenvector centrality.

It is easy to see that France is becoming increasingly important
in the international energy “investment–trade” networks,
comparing the key economic indicators for 2022 with 2018,
mainly regarding the shortest transaction path and the closeness
of investment (trade) transactions with other essential economies.

By comparing the top 10 countries in the critical indicators of
the investment network with their rankings in the trade network, we
observed that Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, and the Virgin Islands
all ranked high in the four centrality indicators in the investment
network in 2018 and 2022, indicating that they occupied a more
important position in the investment network, with a large number
of countries in which they invest and a high position in the
investment network. However, in the trade network, the
centrality indicator is only at a low-to-medium level. This
condition confirms the attractiveness of the investment policies
of Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, and the Virgin Islands as the
world’s top three offshore financial centers. It also indicates that they

do not have the stockpile and geographical advantages in terms of
fossil energy trade transactions.

By comparing the top 10 countries in the critical indicators of
the trade network with their rankings in the investment network, we
observed that three countries—Korea, Germany, and the United
Arab Emirates—all ranked highly in the centrality indicators in
2018. It indicates that these three countries are essential
intermediaries in the trade network. However, in the investment
network, the indicator of eigenvector centrality ranks only in the
medium-to-low range. This condition suggests that Korea,
Germany, and the United Arab Emirates are transit countries in
a pivotal position for international fossil energy trade. However, the
countries where they conduct investment transactions are not very
important in international investment transactions. In 2022,
Belgium and Italy are countries that were at the top of the trade
network centrality index, but at the bottom of the investment
network centrality index.

3.2.2 Correlation of network indicators between
energy investment and trade networks

Correlation tests based on network indicators at the individual
level of economies are conducted for economies co-owned in the
international energy “investment–trade” networks. The network
indexes use degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness
centrality, and eigenvector centrality of nodes using the Pearson
correlation test. In 2018, the number of shared economies was 117,
while in 2022, the number of shared economies was 95.

The results are presented in Figure 6. The analysis of the results
shows that in the international energy sector investment and trade
network in 2018, 87% of the economies have positive correlations
between critical indicators, with 65% having strong correlations. In
2022, positive correlations among critical indicators are found in
84% of economies, with strong correlations found in 66%. These
data suggest two things: first, the economies occupying an important
position in the investment network have a high probability of

TABLE 2 Top 10 countries in critical indicators for the energy “investment–trade” networks in 2018 and 2022. In this table, “In” stands for “Investment” and “Tr”
stands for “Trade.”

Ranking

Degree centrality Betweenness centrality Closeness centrality Eigenvector centrality

2018 2022 2018 2022 2018 2022 2018 2022

In Tr In Tr In Tr In Tr In Tr In Tr In Tr In Tr

1 US US GB NL US US GB US US US PT US CA NL AU NL

2 GB CN US US CA CN US NL GB CN JO CN GB US GB GB

3 CA NL NO CN GB FR AU CN CA GB GH FR US FR BM FR

4 NO GB BM FR NO ZA NO ZA NO VG GB GB AU IN CA DE

5 BM FR AU GB AU NL CA FR CH NL US IT BM GB US BE

6 AU IT FR IT BM GB BM BE BM KR NO NL NO DE NO IT

7 FR KR CA DE NL AE NL GB FR IT FR ZA IN IT FR ES

8 CH DE SG BE IN KR JP IN SK FR NL DE RU CN KY US

9 NL ZA KY ZA RU IN FR IT NL RU LU BE ID KR SG PL

10 JP AE NL ES KY IT SG NZ DE DE DE TR KY ES ID IN
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occupying a vital position in the trade network. It is a similar
situation in the trade networks. Second, by comparing the data
for 2018 and 2022, it is clear that the share of economies with
positive correlations between critical indicators decreases. However,
the share of economies with strong correlations increases. This
indicates that after the epidemic and the Russo-Ukrainian War,
energy investment and energy trade economies have become less
consistent in their market positions in energy investment
transactions and energy trade trading activities. However, the
degree of consistency has increased for economies with consistent
market positions.

The high positive correlation between the critical indicators
comes from the consistency of the country’s behavior in terms of
fossil energy investments and trade transactions. There are three
categories of such countries: the first category is countries with large
fossil energy reserves and the economic strength to invest in other
countries or favorable investment policies to attract investment from
other countries, which include the United States and Canada in
North America; Brazil in South America; Britain, the Netherlands,
and Russia in Europe; India and the United Arab Emirates in Asia;
Australia in Oceania; and South Africa in Africa. The distribution of
these countries is characterized by the fact that they are all coastal
countries with easy access to sea transport. The second category is
that fossil energy storage and demand are at the average level
globally, and the number of energy investment transactions is
relatively average. The representatives of this category are Sri
Lanka and the Philippines. The third category is the small
number of fossil energy trading and investment transactions;
Cornwall and others represent such countries.

There is also a negative correlation between critical indicators
due to the unequal position of economies in the international market
for fossil energy investment and fossil energy trade. In one case, the
economy is essential in the energy investment market. However, it
fails to take a significant position in the energy trade market. The

most common examples are Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, and the
Virgin Islands, all of which are coastal economies but not rich in
fossil energy reserves or demand. However, they have adapted their
investment policies to attract large numbers of investors to meet
domestic tax and fiscal needs. Alternatively, economies have a more
significant position in the energy trade market but have failed to take
a significant position in the energy investment market, most
typically in Korea and Greece.

3.3 Mesoscopic-level correlation of the
network’s local structure

3.3.1 Motifs in the energy “investment–trade”
networks

As the basic structural unit of the network, motifs can reflect the
connection mode of network nodes. The correlation between the
two networks can be obtained from the mesoscopic perspective by
correlating the frequencies of the same motifs in the international
energy “investment–trade” networks. Using the Pearson correlation
test, the indicators used in this paper are the number of times each of
the 13 modes appears in the two networks. The results are shown in
Table 3. According to the test results, in 2018, the correlation
coefficient was 0.799, which is significant at the level of 0.01. In

FIGURE 6
Economy-level correlation analysis of the international energy investment network and trade network. (A) The Pearson correlation in 2018. (B) The
Pearson correlation in 2022.

TABLE 3 Pearson’s correlation coefficients and significance levels for the
international energy “investment–trade” networks in 2018 and 2022.

2018 2022

Pearson’s correlation coefficient 0.799 0.758

Significance level 0.001 0.000
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2022, the correlation coefficient was 0.758, significant at the level of
0.00. These data show a significant positive correlation between the
frequencies of the same motifs in the international energy
“investment–trade” networks.

The significant motifs reflect the transaction characteristics of
the economies and the international energy “investment–trade”
networks as they invest or trade with their neighboring
economies. The significant motifs present the international
energy “investment–trade” networks in 2018 are shown in
Table 4, and Table 5 shows the significant motifs present in the
international energy “investment–trade” networks in 2022.

The motifs that play an important role in both networks areM7,
M4,M9, andM6.M7 is the most statistically significant motif of the
two networks in 2018. Its Z-score is the largest in both networks,
representing the most typical local connection mode between
countries involved in energy investment and trade networks. At
the same time, its p-value is 0 in both networks, indicating that it
represents a local connectionmode unique to energy investment and
trade networks compared with random networks. In the trade
network, it represents bilateral trade between two economies and
simultaneously provides export trade to the same economy. In the
investment network, it represents two mutually investing economies

TABLE 4 Significant motifs of the international energy investment and trade network in 2018.

ID Motifs
Z-score Frequency p-value

Trade Investment Trade Investment Trade Investment

M7 13.391 6.766 4.27% 6.05% 0 0

M9 13.324 5.4017 11.34% 14.51% 0 0

M6 11.36 4.6609 1.90% 2.17% 0 0

M4 10.046 6.7464 3.48% 2.98% 0 0

M8 5.8038 18.24% 0

M12 3.488 8.69% 0.019

M11 2.3397 27.24% 0.037
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that tend to look for the same economy for equity investment. M4

represents that the three economies have stable and interdependent
investment or trade relationships. M9, in the trade network,
represents an economy acting as an intermediary country that
imports energy products from one economy and exports them to
another; whereas in the investment network, it represents an
economy that receives investment from one economy while
making equity investments in the other. M6, in the trade
network, represents two economies that trade with each other,
which tend to receive export trade from the same economy, and

in the investment network represents two economies that invest in
each other, which prefer to receive equity investment from the same
economy.

The significant motifs unique to the energy trade network were
M8, M11, and M12 in 2018. M8 represents a significant economy
exporting fossil fuels to two different economies. This motif usually
occurs when the major economy has enormous energy reserves. If
there is import and export trade between the two economies, the
three economies become connected as M6; if one of these two
economies also exports fossil fuels to the central economy, then the

TABLE 5 Significant motifs of the international energy investment and trade network in 2022. In this table, “↑” represents that the ranking of this index in 2022 is
higher than that in 2018. On the contrary, “↓” means that the ranking of this index in 2022 is lower than that in 2018.

ID Motifs
Z-score Frequency p-value

Trade Investment Trade Investment Trade Investment

M6 7.402 3.04 ↑ 1.40% 2.04% ↓ 0 0.003

M4 7.218 3.62 ↓ 1.12% 0.69% ↑ 0 0

M7 8.808 ↓ 2.68% 0

M9 10.302 ↑ 11.12% 0

M8 3.235 ↓ 15.04% 0.001

M12 4.278 ↑ 11.48% 0.006

M11 3.863 ↑ 23.83% 0.006
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three economies will become connected asM11.M12 indicates that a
central economy imports fossil fuels from the other two economies
and exports fossil fuels to one of them.

In 2022, the motifs that hold a significant position in both
networks are M4 and M6. Comparing the indicators of the critical
motifs in these two networks, we can see that the Z-score ranking of
M9,M11, andM12 in the energy trade network has increased, while
the frequency and p-value rankings remain unchanged.
Furthermore, all three rankings contain a conductive trading
approach in their structure. This condition reflects the impact of
the Russo-Ukrainian War on energy trade: the Russo-Ukrainian
War directly triggered the energy crisis in Europe, which made it
difficult for European countries to import fossil energy directly from
Russia, and the main form of energy trade changed to the other

countries as energy transit points to import energy from Russia for
re-export to European countries. M7 and M9 are no longer the
critical motifs in the energy investment network. This suggests that
in 2022, after the COVID-19 pandemic and the Russo-Ukrainian
War, energy investments between countries become more cautious,
and investors are less likely to make conductive investments,
preferring familiar companies to invest in.

3.3.2 The linking preference in the investment
network from the trade network

The motifs in the international energy trade and investment
networks can reflect the transactional characteristics of the
economies in these two networks when investing or trading. The
motifs can also reflect the correlation between the local structure of

TABLE 6 Conditional probability of edges in the investment network among economies that constitute the significant motifs in the trade network in 2018.

ID Trade network’s motifs

The conditional probability of connecting edges in
the investment network Average

AB AC BC

M7 0.174 0.218 0.516 0.303

M9 0.087 0.158 0.101 0.115

M6 0.394 0.181 0.174 0.250

M4 0.517 0.621 0.513 0.550

M8 0.193 0.194 0.049 0.145

M12 0.360 0.095 0.077 0.177

M11 0.077 0.242 0.401 0.24
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energy trade and energy investment relationships. This correlation
can be expressed in two ways: first, the conditional probability that
the energy investment edges can be formed between the economies
that constitute the significant motifs of the energy trade network;
second, the conditional probability of forming the significant motifs
of the energy investment network among the economies that
constitute the significant motifs of the trade network.

Table 6 shows the conditional probability of connecting edges in
the energy investment network among the economies forming the
significant motifs in the trade network in 2018. Table 7 shows the
conditional probability of connecting edges in the energy investment
network among the economies forming the significant motifs in the
trade network in 2022. Comparing the data of these 2 years shows
that the probability of mutual energy investments between countries

with energy trade decreases substantially after the COVID-19
pandemic and the Russo-Ukrainian War to only one-half of the
pre-epidemic level. However, the trend of energy investments
among countries with energy trade is similar.

The economies involving M4 have the highest probability of
linkage, which means that if there is an import and export trade
among the three economies A, B, and C, then the probability of
investment relationship between them is more significant. The
probability of having an investment relationship between the BC
economies in M7, the BC economies in M11, the AB economies in
M12, and the AB economies in M6 is higher, which suggests that
economies with import/export trade are also prone to investment
relationships. The corresponding economy in M9 has a small
probability of connecting edges, and its structure is the

TABLE 7 Conditional probability of edges in the investment network among economies that constitute the significant motifs in the trade network in 2022.

ID Trade network’s motifs

The conditional probability of connecting edges in
the investment network Average

AB AC BC

M7 0.108 0.109 0.332 0.183

M9 0.023 0.083 0.084 0.063

M6 0.203 0.126 0.128 0.152

M4 0.359 0.371 0.342 0.357

M8 0.024 0.096 0.095 0.072

M12 0.244 0.059 0.029 0.111

M11 0.039 0.103 0.315 0.152
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conducted transaction between the three economies. This condition
shows that when one economy acts as an intermediary in a one-way
trade between two other economies, the probability of investment
occurring between these three economies is not much different from
that between ordinary economies in the investment network.

Figure 7 shows the conditional probability of connecting
significant motifs in the energy investment network among the
economies that form the significant motifs in the trade network. As
can be seen from the figure, the proportion of energy trading
partners forming key modalities of energy investment among
themselves after the COVID-19 pandemic and the Russo-
Ukrainian War is about three-quarters lower than before
COVID-19 and the Russo-Ukrainian War.

In 2018, the economies that constitute M4 in the international
energy trading network tend to form M6 in the energy investment
network. This means that if there are bilateral trade relations
between the three economies, the investment patterns within
these three economies are more inclined to have one economy as
the main investor to invest in the remaining two economies, and the
two invested economies will trade with each other in investment. In
2022, however, the economies constituting M4 in the international
energy trade network are most inclined to form M4 in the energy
investment network. This condition reflects the tendency of the
three economies to invest in each other if they can trade with each
other. This change confirms the previous statement that “energy
investors have become cautious in their investments, preferring to
invest in familiar companies.”

In 2018, only M4, M6, M7, and M11 in the trade network can
constitute significant motifs in the investment network, while M8,

M9, and M12 do not constitute significant motifs in the investment
network. This condition suggests that only trade patterns that
include bilateral trade relations can form a representative local
structure in investment relations. However, in 2022, only M4 in
the trade network will form the critical motifs in the investment
network. This shows that after COVID-19 and the Russo-Ukrainian
War, only the energy trade model with a very close cooperative
relationship can form a representative partial structure in the
investment relationship.

3.3.3 The linking preference in the trade network
from the investment network

The motifs can also express the correlation between the local
structure of international energy investment and trade. It consists of
two components: first, the conditional probability that the energy
trade edges can be formed between the economies that constitute the
significant motifs of the energy investment network; second, the
conditional probability of forming the significant motifs of the
energy trade network among the economies that constitute the
significant motifs of the investment network.

The conditional probability of connecting edges in the energy
trade network between economies that constitute the critical motifs
in the energy investment network in 2018 is shown in Table 8. The
conditional probability of connecting edges in the energy trade
network between economies that constitute the critical motifs in
the energy investment network in 2022 is shown in Table 9.
Comparing these data, we can observe that the probability of
energy trade between economies with an investment motif of M6

decreases substantially to only one-half of the pre-epidemic level.

FIGURE 7
Conditional probability of motifs in the trade network among economies that constitute the significant motifs in the investment network. (A)
Conditional probability of motifs in 2018. (B) Conditional probability of motifs in 2022.
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However, the probability of energy trade between economies with an
investment pattern of M6 has increased. This suggests that the
energy crisis caused by the epidemic and the war has led to a more
conservative energy trade strategy, preferring trade
cooperation between economies with equal and close investment
relationships.

In 2018, the economies involvingM4 had the highest probability
of linkage, which means that if there is mutual investment among
the three economies A, B, and C, the probability of trade relationship
between them is about 0.754. In 2022, this probability increased to
0.854. In 2018, the probability of having a trade relationship between

the BC economies inM7 and the AB economies inM6 was higher. In
2022, the AB economies in M6 were also more likely to have trade
relations relative to AC and BC. This suggests that economies with
mutual investment are also prone to trade relationships. In 2018, the
probability of trade relations between AB of M9 was smaller, while
AB economies, which are economies with no investment relations in
the investment network, were also less likely to have trade relations
in the trade network (0.338). However, it is greater than the graph
density of the trade network (0.083), which indicates that the
three economies that constitute the significant motifs of the
investment network, even if there is no investment relationship

TABLE 8 Conditional probability of edges in the investment network among economies that constitute the significant motifs in the trade network in 2018.

ID Investment network’s motifs

The conditional probability of connecting edges
in the trade network Average

AB AC BC

M7 0.681 0.689 0.797 0.722

M9 0.338 0.543 0.645 0.509

M6 0.713 0.558 0.638 0.636

M4 0.783 0.744 0.734 0.754

TABLE 9 Conditional probability of edges in the investment network among economies that constitute the significant motifs in the trade network in 2022.

ID Investment network’s motifs

The conditional probability of connecting edges
in the trade network Average

AB AC BC

M6 0.439 0.353 0.340 0.377

M4 0.853 0.840 0.843 0.845
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between them, will be more inclined to have trade relations than the
ordinary economies in the trade network.

Figure 8 shows the conditional probability of connecting
significant motifs in the energy investment network among the
economies that form the significant motifs in the trade network.
From the two figures, Figures 8A, B, it can be seen that if the local
structure among the three economies in the energy investment
network can form the significant motifs of the investment
network, the three economies tend to form the trade interaction
relationship between them in the trade network, that is, the
connection form of M4. This bias is even more pronounced
when the link between the three economies in the investment
network is also M4. This condition indicates that the three
economies that can form representative local investment relations
in the investment network are more likely to have bilateral trade
relations between the three economies in the trade network.

In addition, in 2018, M9 was more inclined to form the linkage
form of M7, which means that the three economies requiring
investment transmission are more inclined to form bilateral trade
patterns in which two economies export fossil energy to the other
economy simultaneously.

Comparing the significant motifs in the investment network
with the same patterns in the trade network, we can find the
following:

First, economies involved in significant motifs in the investment
network (M4, M6, M7, and M9) have a higher probability of trade
linkages. In contrast, economies involved in the same pattern in the
trade network do not have the same probability of linkages, even
though they tend to be more closely linked than the average

economy in the investment network. This condition shows that
two countries with investment relations are more inclined to
establish trade relations, while two countries with trade relations
are less likely to establish investment relations as compared to the
former.

Second, M4 of the two networks is the mode with the highest
probability in which the three countries are connected, indicating
that the three economies with bilateral investment relations are
more likely to conduct import and export trade. The three
economies with bilateral trade relationships are also more likely
to have investment relationships with each other.

Third, after COVID-19 and the Russo-Ukrainian War,
economies have become more cautious in their energy
investment and trade activities. This caution is reflected in a
significant reduction in investment volume and a preference
for trade between economies with equal and close
investment ties.

4 Discussion and conclusion

Energy is an essential strategic mineral resource. In order to
ensure the energy security of countries, it is necessary to identify the
correlation between fossil energy investment behavior and trade
activities and thus predict the investment or trade behavior of fossil
energy. This paper uses complex networks to investigate the
similarities and differences between the international energy trade
and investment systems from a macroscopic perspective. Then, we
examine the criticality of common economies in international

FIGURE 8
Conditional probability of motifs in the investment network among economies that constitute the significant motifs in the trade network. (A)
Conditional probability of motifs in 2018. (B) Conditional probability of motifs in 2022.
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energy trade and investment activities and their positions in the two
networks. Finally, from the mesoscopic perspective, the local
structural correlation between the two networks is revealed by
the connection characteristics of the key motifs and the
correlation between the motifs. The main conclusion and
discussion are stated as follows.

(1) From a macroscopic perspective, the international energy
“investment–trade” structures are similar. This similarity is
the basis for exploring the correlation between energy trade
and investment. Almost all the economies participating in
energy investment have participated in energy trade, and
these economies occupy the core of the energy trade
network. At the same time, from the microscopic
perspective of individual economies, the energy trading
network and the investment network are related. The
study found that most shared economies have similar
structural functions in both networks, that is, economies
that play a crucial role in one network should also receive
attention in the other network.

(2) From a mesoscopic perspective, energy trade and investment
activities are driven by the same local trade patterns. In trade
and investment transactions, three local trading patterns need to
be focused on
1. Bilateral cooperation among the three economies;
2. Bilateral cooperation between the two economies, with the

third economy as the core, trading in the same direction as
the third economy;

3. Transmission transactions between economies.

From the perspective of both sides of the transaction,
bilateral cooperation is the closest and most equal model of
cooperation. For energy trade, countries with more energy
reserves are more likely to become centers for other countries’
import and export trade. In contrast, the cost of transporting
energy and the country’s geographic location may drive certain
economies to become transshipment countries for energy
transactions. For energy investments, countries with more
capital tend to invest in different countries to ensure their
energy security. In contrast, countries with energy reserves
tend to accept investments from different countries to achieve
political balance. Some countries become transits for energy
investments due to their specific tax policies.

(3) In energy trading activities, the local trading mode of
bilateral cooperation among the three nodes is more
relevant to energy investment activities. Bilateral
cooperation among the three nodes in energy trade
activities implies that the trade cooperation between these
three economies is solid and stable. This stable structure is
reflected in energy investments. Investors and investees are
more inclined to choose the economies in this local structure,
so investment behavior among these three countries is more
likely to occur. At the same time, only local trade patterns
that include bilateral trade relations can involve
representative local structures in investment relations,
indicating that equal and close trade relations can
promote investment behavior.

(4) Representative local trading patterns in energy investment
activities are closely related to energy trade activities. The
flow of capital between economies is significant in the overall
investment system, indicating mutual familiarity and trust
between economies. When energy trade is required,
investment partners prefer each other as trading partners
even if there is no direct flow of investment capital between
the two economies. At the same time, when the local trading
pattern of the energy investment system is bilateral cooperation
among three nodes, energy trade relations also tend to form
bilateral cooperation among the three nodes, which further
verifies that equal and close investment relations can
promote the formation of strong and stable trade relations.
In addition, the three economies that need investment
transmission will tend to form a bilateral trade pattern
between the two economies and export fossil energy to the
other economy. The purpose of energy demand control can be
achieved by exporting energy to the third economy, while
allowing a safer investment transmission of capital.

(5) Before COVID-19 and the Russo-Ukrainian War, the most
representative energy trade pattern was a bilaterally
cooperating economy, with the third economy as the core
to trade in the same direction. After the war and the
pandemic, it changed to two economies with no trade
relationship, with a third economy as the core for
conducting transactions. This represents the Russo-
Ukrainian War that triggered the European energy crisis
and the need for Europe to rely on transit countries to
secure energy supplies. The energy investment landscape
has also changed, with shrinking investment markets and
investors choosing their investments more carefully and
preferring to invest in familiar economies.

Considering these three aspects of the two networks together,
macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic, we can obtain the
following: first, there is a correlation between energy investment
and energy trade, which is the basis of predictability between the
two. One can focus on representative local investment relations
between economies when forecasting trade relations between
economies. Second, a more evident phenomenon after the
Russo-Ukrainian War is that close and equal investment
relations can facilitate inter-economy trade activities. While
the overall trade ratio decreases among economies that engage
in investment activities, the trade ratio increases among
economies with only such investment relationships. This also
reflects the increased concern of countries about the security of
energy trade after the epidemic and the war.

Based on the study of the local structural correlation between
international energy investment and trade, we provide the following
recommendations for relevant scholars to facilitate investors in
predicting investment targets and to advise policymakers in
formulating policies.

(1) For investors, we provide a new approach to predict possible
investment situations between countries based on their inter-
country energy trade activities. It is found that energy
investment activities are more likely to occur between
energy trading partners that are equally close. When there
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is equal and close energy trade activity between multiple
economies and when the international situation is stable, the
economies tend to form a situation where one investor is the
main body that invests in two economies that invest in each
other simultaneously. When the international situation
changes, investors will become more cautious and appear
to be warming up. They will consolidate their position in the
investment market through equal and close energy
investment activities to resist the crisis.

(2) For policymakers, focusing on national energy security reserves
is essential. When the Russo-Ukrainian War broke out, Europe
faced a massive crisis of energy sanctions and had to import
energy from India to meet its needs. Furthermore, the outbreak
of war also created opportunities for some countries to become
energy transit points and profit from them. For example, India
allowed oil from Russia to enter European countries bypassing
sanctions; on one hand, it bought large quantities of cheap oil
from Russia, and on the other hand, India refined it into other
products for export to Europe.

As an innovative research method, motifs have been well-
studied and applied in the biological and physical fields but still
need to be improved in the energy field. Therefore, in further studies,
we will consider analyzing the correlated interaction properties of
international energy trade and investment in time-series using
multi-year data.
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